Keep track on the inspection statuses of the individual lot numbers in your warehouse and adequately respond to status changes.
How do you keep an overview on the status of the individual lots in the warehouse?

With Inspection Status, we are able to help you with the challenges you have as a food company. There can be variances within the lots and their statuses. By assigning an inspection status to a lot, it becomes clear what the status of the lot is before assigning it to a production order, sales order or any other transaction.

How do you make sure the lot is inspected before it is sent to a customer?

Using that inspection status, you are enabled to manage and control the flow of lots within your warehouse. To start, you determine the inspection statuses you want to use and in what transaction types they will be allowed. Doing so allows you to, for example, block incoming lots for further transactions until employees have carried out the necessary quality checks. The same case applies on the outbound side, should you decide to impose final quality checks, just before shipment.
Get in control of your lot number status today!

With the flexible configuration possibilities, the inspection status app will always fit your company’s requirements. Assign default inspection statuses on receipt and update them when needed to ensure your valuable items are handled in the correct manner.

Features and benefits:

- Set up an unlimited number of inspection statuses, supporting your company’s requirements
- Get warnings in transactions if the inspections status requirement is not met
- Configure a default inspection status per document type
- Control in which documents specific lots can and cannot be used
- Create inspections status alerts to make use of the Power Platform